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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
PRESS RELEASE: WET SOUNDS RELEASES THE WORLDS FIRST 12” MARINE TOWER SPEAKER

Rosenberg, Texas 

Wet Sounds has revolutionized the marine audio industry once again! When we said something BIG was 
coming, we meant REAL BIG! A NEW Revolution. A NEW Standard. A NEW Lifestyle

“Wet Sounds has been building HLCD (Horn-Loaded Compression Driver) tower speakers for 16 years, long 
before many in the industry even existed as a brand. We redefi ned the standards of the marine audio 
industry in 2006 with the launch of our award-winning PRO Series - HLCD tower speakers, and we have now 
raised the bar once again with the release of our REV 12 HD” says Tim White, Co-founder and President of 
Wet Sounds.

The Revolution-HD series adds an even higher level of high-defi nition performance to the marine audio 
industry, 
bringing unprecedented volume and sound quality to a tower speaker design never achieved before.  

With world leading performance and cutting-edge design, the REV series is the reference standard in the 
industry. Built upon the success of the Revolution Series, Wet Sounds took a ground up approach to develop 
a new REV TEC™ driver using proprietary materials to provide amazing mid-bass with a smooth yet powerful 
high frequency response. 

The new REV 12 HD is the WORLDS FIRST 12” tower speaker. 

FEATURES
• Wet Sounds 12” REV-TEC™ HLCD Driver
• Integrated Front & Rear RGB LED Rings
• Rotatable RGB backlit logo
• Rotatable Grille mounting
• Advanced Composite enclosure built for the harsh marine environment
• 1000-hour UV resistance (ASTM-D4587)
• Salt Spray Resistance (ASTM-B117) 
• Stainless Steel Hardware
• Sold in Pairs
• 3 Grille Styles Available in Black or White including the all new XZ style grille
• Utilizing Wet Sounds Patented TC3 Clamps (Swivel) “USA Patent 8,568,162” & New X-Mount

From the company that Revolutionized what a tower speaker is, when you want the absolute best and 
the absolute biggest, the REV 12 HD from Wet Sounds is the only way to go. Period. 

To learn more about the REV 12 HD please click here. 

About: Wet Sounds was founded in 2005 by a team of highly skilled audio veterans, Wet Sounds is an 
award-winning Texas-based audio company. Brining a level of performance, style and durability unpar-
alleled in the audio industry, Wet Sounds marine, powersports, outdoor home and lifestyle stereo systems 
and equipment provide crisp, high-quality that’s designed to be heard in the toughest environments.

For more information, please contact marketing@wetsounds.com with the email title: PR Inquiry for REV 12. 

• Advanced Composite enclosure built for the harsh marine environment


